
THE 
POWER
IS ON THE 
INSIDE



ULTRA-LINK SYSTEM.
The Powerskin Carbon-Ultra incorporates a new level of support and movement management with an internal structure 
inside the suit. This is the ULTRA-LINK SYSTEM designed to optimise your physiology. By connecting key muscle groups 
and isolating upper and lower body movements, it increases your efficiency and improves your position in the water. By 
providing targeted compression zones, it further supports and streamlines your body to reduce turbulence and drag.

INFINITY-LOOP
The INFINITY-LOOP feature of the Powerskin Carbon-Ultra is designed using a deep knowledge of the key muscle chains that 
help you to hold a streamlined body position. The INFINITY-LOOP is a continuous tape that anchors on the muscle chain in 
your upper body for extra support. It links your ribs to your hips while still allowing you the freedom to rotate. The INFINITY-
LOOP connects to your gluteus maximus, keeping your hips high and helping you to reduce your tilt in the water. This enables 
you to maintain the optimal body position in the water to increase your stroke efficiency.

X-PIVOT
The Powerskin Carbon-Ultra delivers intelligent compression and anatomical support without limiting your freedom of movement. 
This is achieved by incorporating the X-PIVOT feature. The X-PIVOT feature is designed around the body mechanics to isolate 
movement in the upper and lower body. A brace created by strategically placed tapes keeps your lower body and core muscles 
firm and supported whilst still allowing your upper body to rotate freely. This movement isolation increases your efficiency by 
allowing you to pivot mid-stroke with minimal additional rotation or loss of body position in the water.

ULTRA-COMPRESSION PANELS
Supported by a superior knowledge of swimmers’ anatomy, the Powerskin Carbon-iltra takes an intelligent approach to 
compression. The ULTRA-COMPRESSION PANELS are designed to work with the ULTRA-CAGE fabric to deliver targeted 
areas of additional compression on the inside of the suit. The multi-layer panels support your key muscles and align them 
with the direction of movement. The panels also streamline your shape, reducing drag and minimising water resistance to 
maximise your efficiency.

ULTRA-CAGE.
The Powerskin Carbon-Ultra uses a new outer shell fabric, 
which delivers intelligent compression of your body. 
The ULTRA-CAGE fabric contains three times more carbon 
than before and the fabric is woven more tightly. This means it 
is able to more accurately conform to your shape, distributing 
pressure to streamline your body. 
This HD intelligent compression is enabled by the anisotropic 
stretch of the fabric. This allows differential stretch in the 
horizontal and vertical directions. This means that the ULTRA-
CAGE fabric compresses your body without restricting your 
reach and freedom of movement.
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INFINITY-LOOP
with X-PIVOT

ULTRA-COMPRESSION
PANELS

INFINITY-LOOP X-PIVOT

INFINITY-LOOP 
with X-PIVOT
For perfect body 
position, body rotation 
control and stroke 
efficiency.

HD INTELLIGENT 
COMPRESSION 
High density carbon cage for more 
intelligent compression.

ANISOTROPIC
STRETCH

ULTRA-
COMPRESSION

PANELS
For extra muscle 

support and targeted 
compression, where 

needed.
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ULTRA-CAGE



POWERSKIN CARBON-ULTRA 

Outer shell fabric
50% polyamide
47%elastane
3% carbon

Inside lining
65%polyamide
34% elastane
1% carbon

Colour:
85 bluesteel/silver

Man Sizes: 
55-85
Woman Sizes: 
28-40

Powerskin Carbon-Ultra jammer 2A314

Powerskin Carbon-Ultra FBSLOB 2A312 Powerskin Carbon-Ultra FBSLCB 2A313

1 Download the  App now from Google Play Store
2 Locate the tag on your swimsuit and connect to your smartphone
3 Access exclusive arena water instinct content

THE FIRST 
RACING SUITS 
THAT TALK. the tag is

on the left side
the tag is

on the back

www.arenawaterinstinct.com


